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My name is Murat Kurnaz.  I am a twenty-six year old Turkish citizen, who was born and 
raised in Bremen, Germany.  I currently live here in Bremen with my mother, father and two 
younger brothers.  I would like to thank you for inviting me to address this Committee and the 
American people about the injustices of the prison camp in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.   

 
Although I have committed no crime and have never harmed anyone or associated with 

terrorists, I spent five years of my life in American detention in Kandahar, Afghanistan and then 
Guantanamo under terrible conditions that no one should suffer.   

 
I have much to say to the Committee about my experiences, but I will try to keep my 

comments short because of limited time.  I understand that my American lawyer, Baher Azmy, has 
submitted documents to you demonstrating my innocence and the unfair legal process in 
Guantanamo, which I hope you will also read. 
 

1.   My Personal Background 
 

My parents are work-immigrants from Turkey.  They came to Germany over 30 years ago. 
They are Muslims, but like many Turkish people in Germany, they are not very religious.  In 2000, 
when I was about eighteen years old, I became more and more interested in Islam but not in any 
political sense.  In the summer of 2001, I married a woman who lived in Turkey.  My family made 
arrangements for her to come to live with us in Germany in starting in December 2001.  In the 
meantime, I wanted to prepare myself to live a correct life with her under Islam.  I wanted to learn 
to read the Koran in Arabic and to pray, which are very important to faithful Muslims.  I decided 
this period of time would be the last chance to travel and study Islam before living with my wife 
together in Bremen, Germany.  
 

I made contact in Bremen with a Muslim missionary group called Jama`at al Tablighi.  My 
impression was that this was a peaceful, and not political, group which spreads the message of 
Islam in a peaceful way. They do charity work, teach people important values about family and 
prayer, and completely reject terrorism.  (My American lawyer has submitted materials to the 
Committee about this group, which demonstrates that it has nothing to do with terrorism.)  They 
suggested that I go to Pakistan: it is cheap and they have many of their schools and teachers there.  
I decided to go with a friend from Bremen who also wanted to learn to read the Koran.  His name 
is Selcuk Bilgin.  
 

When the terrorists attacked New York City on 9/11, I was horrified by their actions.  I 
believe those who helped commit those acts should all be punished harshly.  I condemn all forms 
of terrorism and the Koran instructs me that it is never permissible to kill yourself, or to kill 
women and children.  I believe strongly that Osama bin Laden is perverting Islam by killing 
people in the name of Islam.  I blame Osama bin Laden for having lost five years of my life.  I 
already made similar statements to my Combatant Status Review Tribunal (CSRT) in 2004; this 
CSRT still falsely labeled me an enemy combatant.   
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Despite the terrorist attack of 9/11, I was not worried about traveling to Pakistan in October 

2001.  Pakistan is not Afghanistan, the war had not yet started and I had no idea a possible war 
could spread over the border to Pakistan. 
 

2.    My Time in Pakistan 
       

In Pakistan I travelled with some of the Tablighis and visited several cities as a religious 
tourist.  I never went to Afghanistan and I never met with anyone from Al Qaeda or the Taliban.   I 
also never came in touch with any weapons and I never committed any crime. 

 
I had a return ticket to Germany – to rejoin my family and life there.  On my way back to 

Germany, I was arrested by Pakistani police.  I was traveling on a bus with many other civilian 
passengers.  The police stopped the bus and removed me.  They had no suspicion other than the 
fact that I was a foreigner with a Turkish passport and German residency.  

 
After a few days I was handed over the border to U.S. forces.  I was soon transferred to a 

U.S. military base in Kandahar, Afghanistan, and then later to Guantánamo.   
 
I was later told by a U.S. interrogator that the U.S. paid $3000 bounty for me.   

 
3. My Treatment in Afghanistan and Guantanamo  

 
In the American prison camp in Kandahar I was shocked by the awful treatment prisoners 

received.  I had a very high impression of Americans all my life, so I couldn’t believe Americans 
would do these kinds of things.  

 
It was wintertime and freezing cold and I had just shorts and no blankets.  I was beaten 

repeatedly.  During interrogations, my head was dunked under water to simulate drowning and 
electroshocks were sent trough my feet.  At one point, I was chained and hung by hands for a long 
time.  During the time I hung in the air, a doctor sometimes checked if I was okay; then I would be 
hung up again.   

 
The guards accused me of being affiliated with Mohammed Atta.  They thought that 

because we are both from Germany and Muslims, I must have worked with him. This was 
ridiculous, and without any basis in reality.   But the hanging was punishment for not admitting 
this, and coercion to try to force me to admit it.  The pain from this treatment was beyond belief.  I 
know that others died from this kind of treatment. 

 
From Kandahar, I was transferred to Guantánamo.  In Guantanamo, the conditions and the 

treatment were barely fit for animals, and certainly not for human beings. I was deprived of sleep 
and food for long intervals.  I was forced to be in solitary confinement for long periods of time for 
no reason and subjected to extreme cold and heat.  I was subjected to religious and sexual 
humiliation.  I was beaten multiple times.  The guards forced me to accept medication that I did 
not want.        
 

I was interrogated over and over again, but always with the same questions.  I told my story 
over and over, my name over and over, and details about my family over and over.  I quickly got 
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the impression that the interrogations were useless and pointless and not interested in the truth. 
Twice I was visited by German interrogators. 
 

4.    The Legal Process 
       

The first time I saw my American lawyer was in October 2004.  At first, I did not believe 
he was a lawyer -- there was no law in Guantanamo and interrogators always lied to us.  But, he 
brought a hand-written note from my mother, and so I came to trust him.  He told me there was a 
legal case that my family brought to get me released.  I had no idea about this.  From 2002 until 
my lawyer visit in 2004, in Guantanamo, I had no idea anyone even knew Guantanamo existed or 
that I was alive.   
 

In September 2004, I had a CSRT proceeding.  I did not have a lawyer in this proceeding.  
At the CSRT, they said I was an enemy combatant because my friend Selcuk Bilgin had 
committed a suicide bombing.  I couldn't believe this -- I did not think Selcuk was crazy.  Though 
we all now know the charge was false, I couldn't prove this to the CSRT -- I was all alone in 
Guantanamo and without access to any information about the outside world.   

 
 There was no legal process at Guantanamo that would allow me really challenge my 
detention.  Going through the CSRT, I know that they were just trying to say that it was okay to 
detain me; they were not looking for the truth.     
  

5.    My Prolonged Imprisonment 
 
I also now know that both the U.S. government and the German government knew I was 

innocent as early as 2002.  My American lawyer has submitted these documents proving this to the 
committee and I urge you to review them.  Even though I was innocent, and even though both 
governments knew I was innocent, I spent almost five years in American prison camps.   

 
As my story demonstrates, it is not the existence of a security threat that keeps someone in 

Guantanamo.  Because there was no law in Guantanamo, in order to be released, I needed to have 
a country that would fight for my release.  For too long, there was no country that would do that:  
the German government for years refused to claim me because they considered me a Turkish 
citizen.  The German government even tried to revoke my German residency while I was in 
Guantanamo.  Also, I did not have a strong connection to the Turkish government, since I lived my 
whole life in Germany.  I was not a refugee and could have returned to either of these countires.  
Instead, I was left behind waiting for politicians to do the right thing for me. 

 
I think that I was eventually released because of the work of my lawyers in the U.S. and in 

Germany, to prove to the German public that I was innocent and to pressure the new German 
government to negotiate for my release.  If there had been any law in Guantanamo, I would 
obviously have been released much earlier. 

 
I believe my story, with some variations, is true for many in Guantánamo today.  Often, 

people were released because their countries demanded it.  Others remain because their countries 
do not demand their return, or because they are afraid of being returned. 
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Conclusion  
 

My imprisonment in Kandahar and Guantanamo was a nightmare.  I did nothing wrong and 
was treated like a monster.  There was no law in place or judge to consider my story.  How could 
this happen in the 21st century?   

 
I grew up in Germany learning about the crimes of European countries and how the 

Americans helped to teach the Germans about the rule of law after World War II.  I might expect a 
something like Guantanamo to be developed by a poor, tyrannical or ignorant country.  I never 
could have imagined this place would be created by the United States of America. 
 

Since my release, I have spoken about my ordeal with many people in different countries – 
Germany, Belgium, France, UK, Ireland, Sweden.  My impression is that they all were deeply 
disappointed that this is being done by Americans and angry at America for not living up to its 
own standards.  They all supported the US after 9/11, but now they criticize the U.S. for its 
hypocrisy and for ignoring the law.   

 
I worry about some of the other detainees who are in their seventh year at Guantanamo.  

No human being can endure this treatment and isolation.   I know that what was done to me cannot 
be undone.  But I also know that there are steps that the U.S. should take to and find a solution for 
those who are still in prison there.   
 
 Thank you very much. 
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            My name is
Baher Azmy.  I am a Professor at Seton Hall
 Law School.  I served as counsel to Murat Kurnaz during the
last year and a half of his detention in Guantanamo Bay.  I am grateful to Chairman Delahunt and
Subcommittee Members for holding this hearing and for inviting me to submit
testimony regarding Murat Kurnaz’s case. 




 



Murat’s case, along with the analysis
of my colleague, Mark Denbeaux,[bookmark: _ftnref1][1]
and the testimony of Stephen Abraham, and legion accounts of former detainees
and habeas lawyers, lays to shameful waste two of the central claims animating
the Bush administration’s defense of Guantanamo: that the camp holds only
hardened terrorists or the “worst of the worst,” and that the detainees, at
least since the 2004 Rasul v. Bush
decision, have received adequate legal process to differentiate the guilty from
the innocent.  Indeed, not only is Murat
Kurnaz innocent of any terrorist-related acts or associations, it is now clear
that the U.S. government knew this as early as 2002, despite continuing to
formally label him an “enemy combatant.” 
His case thus, like so many others, demonstrates the vital need for
habeas corpus to ensure a fair process and to release those, like Murat, who
spent years of their lives for nothing more than being in the wrong place at
the wrong time.  



 



Because Murat has already testified
to the Committee about the factual circumstances leading to his arrest and
detention, and his treatment, I will limit my remarks to the legal absurdities
of his particular case.  



 



A.        Arrest in Pakistan
and Transfer to Guantanamo



 



            As Murat described
in his testimony, he decided to go on a pilgrimage to Pakistan to learn more about Islam before his
new, and more religiously-educated wife, would join him and his family in Germany.  He had set on this plan following soon after
his marriage in the Summer of 2001 and decided to go through with it, even
after the events of September 11th. 
As he has told me many times, and described to you and the Combatant
Status Review Tribunal committee, he was horrified by the September 11th
attacks.  He condemns terrorism in the
strongest terms and believes all who engage in such senseless violence should
be severely punished.  He also strongly
believes that such acts, and the killing of woman, children and one’s self, are
absolutely prohibited by the Koran and that Osama Bin Laden has perverted
Islam. 



 



            Many people
ask him, and me, why he went to Pakistan
in October 2001, at a time of increasing tension in the region?  Skeptics also ask, why isn’t his travel there
proof of a desire to join Al Qaeda or the Taliban?  As for the first question, the answer for
Murat was simple at the time (but concededly unwise in retrospect): no war had
started yet and he believed that Pakistan
had nothing to do with whatever force the U.S. planned to use.  He was 19 years old, not politically
sophisticated or informed enough to imagine the war would have spill-over
effects into Pakistan.  As for the second question, it is abundantly
clear now from even the U.S. government, that Murat never intended to or
actually traveled to Afghanistan, associated with individuals engaged in any
terrorism or received any military or weapons training of any kind.  



 



All that Murat did was travel for
weeks with a Muslim missionary group which calls itself Jama’at al Tablighi.[bookmark: _ftnref2][2]  It is an avowedly peaceful group regularly
likened to America’s
Jehovah’s Witnesses, which has been so successful in spreading a spiritual
version of Islam in Pakistan,
India and Bangladesh, precisely because it
stays away from politics.  The government
denominated Murat and numerous other Guantanamo
detainees as “enemy combatants” merely because the formed some kind of
“association with” this multi-million member group.  This is a seriously uninformed and even
disingenuous assessment.  



 



As the most renowned American expert
on Jama’at al Tablighi, University of Michigan Professor Barbara Metcalf,
explained in a letter we obtained from her and submitted to the military in
connection with Kurnaz’s 2005 Administrative Review Board proceeding, it is
“implausible to believe that the Tablighis support terrorism or are in any way
affiliated with other terrorist or ‘jihadi’ movements such as the Taliban or Al
Qaeda.” Jamal K. Elias, Professor of Religion at Amherst College
also stated in a letter we submitted for the military’s consideration, “it is
highly unlikely that [Kurnaz] would have had contact with any extremist or
‘jihadi’ groups through his travels with the Tablighis.”  (These letters are attached as Exhibit A). 



 



            In early
November 2001, Murat was on a local bus filled with civilian Pakistanis, making
his way to the airport for a return trip home. 
That bus was stopped at a routine checkpoint. Murat, likely because of
his European appearance, was pulled off for questioning.  The police had no evidence or suspicion of
any crime; they detained him it seems merely because he was a foreigner in Pakistan at a
time the Pakistani government felt enormous pressure to assist the
Americans.  They soon turned him over to
American military, for what Murat was told by an American interrogator was an
amount of $3000.[bookmark: _ftnref3][3] 



 



            I have
little to add to Murat’s detailed account of his treatment in Afghanistan and Guantanamo – it is richly detailed in his
book, Five Years of My Life.  I would only say that virtually every thing
he has described was either a part of official U.S. interrogation policy or was
well-known to have been inflicted upon other detainees.[bookmark: _ftnref4][4]  In addition, he previously reported to me in
meetings in January 2005 in Guantanamo,
about all of these forms of abuse.[bookmark: _ftnref5][5]



            



B.        The “Legal Process” Provided to Murat



 



            Murat, like
most of the detainees in Guantanamo,
was denominated an “enemy combatant” by the Department of Defense.  That designation is quite remarkable, since
documents from both U.S.
and German intelligence agencies make clear that he was innocent of any
terrorist connections.  Indeed, in light
of all the exculpatory evidence in his file, it appears that the DoD simply
made up accusations against him as part of his Combatant Status Review Tribunal
Process.  His case thus demonstrates,
like many others, the shocking inadequacy of the CSRT process and the obvious
need for a rational system for adjudicating enemy combatant status that only
habeas corpus could provide. 



 



            1.   CSRT Allegations Against Him



                        



            At his CSRT
hearing, Murat was presented with two conclusions made by the DoD that rendered
him an “enemy combatant.”  Consistent
with the Kafkaesque CSRT process in place in Guantanamo, he was asked to prove himself
innocent of those charges without benefit of counsel or witnesses.  



 



            First, the
CSRT asserted that Murat’s friend, Selcuk Bilgin, “engaged in a suicide
bombing” and suggested he might have perpetrated a suicide bombing in Istanbul in November 2003 – two years after Kurnaz was already in U.S. custody.  As an initial matter, it is worth
contemplating the fantastical legal proposition established here by the CSRT:
that one could be indefinitely detained as an “enemy combatant” for the acts
committed by someone else, even if one did not participate in or even know of
those alleged acts.[bookmark: _ftnref6][6]   



 



Equally problematic, this charge
was factually absurd.  As a five-minute
call with relevant German officials would have revealed, Bilgin was alive and
well in Bremen
and under no suspicion of any such acts. 
In light of the absence of any other evidence against Murat, and the
conclusions of U.S.
and German officials that Murat had no terrorist connections, it appears the
suicide bomber charge was simply made up out of whole cloth to justify his
detention.  But, Murat did not have
access to counsel during the CSRT and was thousands of miles from home – as
incredible as the allegation sounded to him, he could do nothing to meet his
imposed obligation to rebut it.  



 



            This
allegation also demonstrates why the new process afforded to detainees under
the Detainee Treatment Act and Military Commissions Act (“DTA Review”) is a
profoundly inadequate substitute for habeas corpus.  DTA Review process requires the court hearing
a detainee petition to accept all of
the factual findings of a CSRT panel as
true and prohibits counsel from introducing any new evidence.  Thus, under this procedure, Selcuk Bilgin
would still be presumed to be an enemy combatant, even though the Bilgin charge
is objectively false.  Under DTA Review,
Murat’s counsel could not submit an affidavit from Bilgin or German authorities
disproving the CSRT conclusion.



 



The second basis for his enemy
combatant designation by the DoD and CSRT, was that he “associated with” and
“received food and lodging” from the peaceful missionary group, Jama’at al
Tablighi.  The U.S.
government apparently believes that some members of this twenty-million member
group have, at some point, engaged in hostile acts against the United States.  But, there was no evidence or even accusation
that Murat participated in or even knew of any such hostile acts.[bookmark: _ftnref7][7]  Thus, according to the U.S. government’s theory, it has the power to
seize any one of the Tablighi’s twenty-million members and hold them in Guantanamo as enemy
combatants.  



 



The government has admitted as
much.  The administration’s definition of
an “enemy combatant” is expansive beyond all bounds, purportedly justifying the
detention of anyone who “supports” individuals or organizations “hostile to the
United States.”  As the government has fully conceded in
litigation over the legality of the CSRTs, this standard includes no knowledge
requirement, no intent requirement and no materiality requirement.  Thus, the government readily conceded in the In re Guantanamo Bay Detainee Cases
before United States District Judge Joyce Hens Green, that its overly broad definition of enemy combatant that
would encompass even "[a] little old lady in Switzerland who writes checks
to what she thinks is a charity that helps orphans in Afghanistan but [what]
really is a front to finance al-Qaeda activities."  Murat Kurnaz, like many other Guantanamo
detainees still imprisoned, is legally, if not physically, equivalent to this
“little old lady” from Switzerland.



 



2.     
Evidence of Murat’s
Innocence



 



As part of the habeas corpus
proceedings that followed the Supreme Court’s decision in Rasul v. Bush – and before these proceedings were hopelessly
delayed, stayed and obviated by government actions and the suspension of habeas
corpus twice enacted by the U.S. Congress – the government also filed with the
court, additional classified evidence against the detainees. The evidence was
not available to the public, but habeas counsel and Judge Green were able to
view it in secure environment.  



 



I reviewed that evidence soon after
it was made available and learned that most of this classified evidence in the
Kurnaz file actually exonerated him. 
Judge Green also identified the numerous exculpatory statements in his
file and demonstrated that the CSRT panel obviously refused to consider such
evidence in coming to the (pre-ordained) conclusion that Murat was an enemy
combatant.  She concluded that the
failure to consider multiple exculpatory statements calls into question the
impartiality of the Tribunal making enemy combatant determinations.



 



The Defense Department insisted
that these exculpatory documents and portions of Judge Green’s opinion even
referencing their existence be classified. 
However, pursuant to a 2007 Freedom of Information Act litigation in New York, those
documents and Judge Green’s opinion referencing them have been
declassified.  The now unclassified
statements include: 



 



·                   
A September 30, 2002 Memorandum from military
officials states that “CITF [Command Information Task Force] has no definite
link/evidence of detainee having an association with al-Qaida or making any
specific threat against the U.S.”  It also states that “The Germans confirmed
that this detainee has no connection to an al-Qaida cell in Germany.”



 



·                   
A May 2003, Memorandum from General Brittain P.
Mallow to the General Counsel of the Department of Defense reported that “CITF
is not aware of evidence that Kurnaz is or was a member of Al Qaida.”  It also reported that “CITF is not aware of
any evidence that Kurnaz has knowingly harbored any individual who was a member
of Al Qaeda or who has engaged in, aided or abetted or conspired to commit acts
of terrorism against the United
  States, its citizens or interests.”



 



·                   
A September 2002 declassified memorandum from a
German intelligence officer to the German Chancellor’s office states, “USA
considers Kurnaz’s innocence to be proven.”[bookmark: _ftnref8][8]



 



(The relevant portions of the documents – Bate-stamped by
the government pursuant to a FOIA document production – are attached as Exhibit
B.  The relevant, declassified portions
of Judge Green’s opinion referencing and analyzing those opinions are attached
as Exhibit C.) 



 



C.        Murat’s Eventual Release



 



            In August
2006, Murat was finally released to his family in Germany,
after nearly five years in U.S.
custody.  He never did anything wrong,
nor did he ever have the opportunity to demonstrate this essential reality to
an impartial tribunal.  But, Guantanamo is an arbitrary
and often irrational system.  It is
wholly unconcerned with guilt or innocence, punishment or remediation and
release determinations are typically without rhyme or reason.[bookmark: _ftnref9][9]   Had their been a legal process in place, the
false charges against him could have been disproven and his innocence
recognized by a neutral tribunal.



 



            What
finally happened is that the new Merkel government reversed Germany’s
earlier position and decided to attempt to negotiate for his release.  The prior German administration had argued
that Murat was solely the responsibility of the Turkish government for
negotiation and repatriation purposes. 
Meanwhile, the Turkish government did not take an interest in pursuing
his release because Murat had no strong connections to the country.  So, without any legal process in place, Murat
was in a diplomatic limbo, at the mercy of political actors in two different
countries.  Of course, the U.S. could also have just released him to Turkey and we
do not yet know why it chose not to.  



 



Finally, my German co-counsel and I
were able to bring to public light in Germany
the evidence of Murat’s innocence and the abuse he suffered, which finally
motivated enough outrage in Germany
to pressure the Merkel administration to begin negotiating for his
release.  But, even in negotiating for
his release, and despite the evidence of his innocence, the U.S. government
insisted that the German government engage in forms of detention and monitoring
that would be illegal under German law. 
Because of the German refusal to accept these conditions, an otherwise
simple transfer negotiation took eight months to complete.  It is one bitter irony that here the German
government stood up to the Americans about the importance of adhering to law.



 



Indeed, upon his release from Guantanamo, the U.S. military tried to force Murat,
to sign a statement admitting he was a member of Al Qaeda – which he refused to
do.  And, in a final shameless indignity,
Murat was flown from Guantanamo to his freedom
in Germany
drugged, hooded and shackled – exactly as he had arrived to that horrible camp,
nearly five years earlier.



 



Thank you very much.



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
















[bookmark: _ftn1][1]           See, e.g. Mark Denbeaux et al., Report on Guantanamo Detainees: Profile of
517 Detainees Through Analysis of Dep’t Defense Data, Feb.8, 2006, http://law.shu.edu/news/guantanamo_report_final_2_08_06.pdf;  Mark Denbeaux et al., No Hearing Hearings,
http://law.shu.edu/news/final_no_hearing_hearings_report.pdf.








[bookmark: _ftn2][2]           See, e.g. Richard Bernstein, One Muslim’s Odyssey to Guantanamo, N.Y.
Times, June 5, 2005, http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/05/international/europe/05prisoner.html.








[bookmark: _ftn3][3]           It is
well-known that flyers offering bounties of “wealth beyond your dreams,” were
dropped all over Afghanistan
to encourage locals to turn over suspected Taliban or al Qaeda members to
perverse and grossly inaccurate effect. 
Relatedly, Pervez Musharraf explained in his book, In the Line of Fire, that he felt that he would endure a military “onslaught”
from the U.S. if he did not
appear to be fully cooperating with the war on terror, and that he specifically
turned over 329 persons to the U.S.
in exchange for millions of dollars of bounty money.  








[bookmark: _ftn4][4]           See, e.g. Tim Golden, In U.S.
Report, Brutal Details of Two Afghan Inmates’ Deaths, N.Y. Times, May 20,
2005, at http://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/20/international/asia/20abuse.html
(documenting practice of suspending prisoners by their hands in Afghanistan
prison camps at precisely the same time Murat was suffering similar
treatment).  








[bookmark: _ftn5][5]           See Carol Leonnig, Ex-Afghanistan Detainee Alleges Torture, Washington Post, Mar. 29, 2008.  








[bookmark: _ftn6][6]           United
States District Judge Joyce Hens Green, who issued a ruling on consolidated
habeas petitions in In re Guantanamo Bay
Detainee Cases, which is currently on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court in
the case captioned Boumediene v. Bush,
focused on the attenuated allegations against Kurnaz and concluded any
detention based on such allegations would be unlawful.  Specifically, she explained that, even if it
is true that Selcuk Bilgin was a “suicide bomber,” there is no evidence that
Murat “had knowledge of his associate’s planned suicide bombing, let alone
establish that [Kurnaz] assisted the bombing in any way.  In fact, [Kurnaz] expressly denied knowledge
of a bombing plan when he was informed of it by the American authorities.”  She continued to explain that there was no
evidence that Murat “planned to be a suicide bomber himself, took up arms
against the United States
or otherwise intended to attack American interests.”  








[bookmark: _ftn7][7]           Regarding
this allegation, Judge Green explained that, “although [Mr. Kurnaz] admits to
briefly studying with JT, there is no unclassified evidence to establish that
his studies involved anything other than the Koran.”  Thus, she concluded that, the U.S. government
was attempting to hold Murat “possibly for life, solely because of his contacts
with individuals or organizations tied to terrorism and not because of any
terrorist activities that the detainee aided, abetted, or undertook himself….
This would violate due process.”








[bookmark: _ftn8][8]           See also Carol Leonnig, Evidence of Innocence Rejected at Guantanamo,
Wash. Post, Dec. 5, 2007, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/12/04/AR2007120402307_pf.html.








[bookmark: _ftn9][9]           Even Murat’s
Administrative Review Board (ARB) hearing was non-sensical.  The military instituted annual ARB hearings
to determine if detainees “continue” to pose a danger to the U.S. or its
allies.  In January 2006, the ARB
determined that Murat was still a threat and therefore not eligible for
release.  Evidence of his dangerousness
included allegations (unveiled as part of the FOIA) that he “prayed loudly
during the playing of the national anthem;” that “possibly to estimate the
height of the fences… [Kurnaz] asked how high the basketball rim was;” and that
he asked a guard to “report that he ate his whole meal when he only ate his
apple.”  Only six months later, another
ARB was convened which authorized his release. 
It is hard to imagine what could have made him materially less
“dangerous” in the intervening few months. 
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Baher Azmy, Esq. 
Associate Professor 
Seton Hall School of Law 
833 McCarter Highway 
Newark, NJ 07102 
 
Dear Professor Azmy: 
 
At your request, I am writing to provide an expert opinion on the 
philosophy and activities of the Tablighi Jamaat/Jamaat al Tablighi, in 
connection with an administrative military proceeding your client faces as 
part of his detention in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.  I am currently a Professor 
of History and Director of the Center for South Asian Studies at the 
University of Michigan and have been specifically studying the Tablighi 
Jamaat movement for about 15 years.  I have written extensively on the 
group and a list of my publications is attached as part of my C.V.  In this 
letter, I will attempt to describe the general philosophy and history of 
the Tablighis, which should be highly relevant to understanding the 
circumstances of your client's travel to and within Pakistan.  I will also 
attempt to explain why it is implausible to believe that the Tablighis 
support terrorism or are in any way affiliated with other terrorist or 
"jihadi" movements such as the Taliban or Al Qaeda. 
 
I might begin by noting that this movement originated in India in the 1920s 
but its participants now are found throughout the world. A collection of 
articles, Travellers in Faith: Studies of the Tablighi Jamaat as a 
Transnational Islamic Movement for Faith Renewal ed. Muhammad Khalid  Masud 
(2000) would give you a good sense of the extent and characteristics of 
participants in what they themselves sometimes simply call "a faith 
movement."  (I am among the contributors to that volume.) 
 
Five brief points: 
 
* There is no "organization" as such, in the sense of paid staff or 
formal hierarchy. There is no membership. Any Muslim, man or woman, who 
seeks to be a better Muslim can participate as a way of honing one's own 
faith through encouraging others to participate. Thus to speak of the 
Jamaat as a "front for" or "allied with" another organization does not make 
sense. 
 
* The modus operandi of the movement is for males to join in small 
groups, 10-12, who travel together, perhaps in their own city, throughout a 
country, or internationally, ideally staying in a mosque, paying their own 
way, and gathering groups of Muslims (e.g. after prayers) to encourage them 
to correct performance of the prayer, fast, tithing, etc. In France, for 
example, critics refer to Tablighis as "praying machines." Women are 







expected to operate within homes or joining public meetings in mosques or 
halls in a women's section (I, for example, have been to gatherings of 
women in homes in Pakistan and a huge hall in Toronto, where a women's 
section was curtained off from the men and loudspeakers conveyed the 
preaching.) For traveling men, the presence of the group is key because it 
is the experience of common correct practice and exhortation, taking them 
out of everyday activities, that teaches them the faith.  Moving from city 
to city in a group should be understood  as standard practice, not as 
something suspicious. 
 
* Ideally a group includes both more experienced participants and 
novices. Since many European or Turkish muslims don't know Islam well, 
participation might be attractive to someone very serious about learning 
the religion. 
 
* Tablighis are active in Europe and North America. The volume above, 
for example, includes articles on France, Germany, and Belgium, and Canada. 
 
* Participants are scrupulously a-political. Their mission is 
transformation of individual lives, starting with their own. More 
practically, they need to be seen as wholly neutral because they need the 
benign support of government officials so that they can conduct their 
travels and their meetings. Tablighis periodically gather in large 
meetings, annually, for example, in Dewsbury, Raiwind, Bhopal, and Dhaka, 
when they need permits, water trucks, special buses, etc. 
 
Barbara D. Metcalf 
Director, Center for South Asian Studies 
Alice Freeman Palmer Professor of History 
Department of History, 1029 Tisch Hall 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI 48109-1003 
(734) 647-5414; FAX (734) 647-4881 
metcalf@umich.edu   
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